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A new scheme for the acquisition of heteronuclear 2D correlations in NMR spectroscopy within a single
scan, is proposed and demonstrated. The principles of this new scheme resemble those of Mansfield’s ‘‘k-
space walk” proposal, in the sense that they rely on repetitively transferring spin coherences back-and-
forth between the two spin systems to be correlated. It is shown that if properly executed, these transfers
enable the equivalent of a continuous sampling of the time-domain space supporting a 2D heteronuclear
single-quantum correlation NMR spectrum. Details on how to execute the resulting ‘‘time-domain walk”
experiments are given, and examples comparing it against conventional and other single-scan 2D acqui-
sition alternatives are shown. Advantages, opportunities, and main drawbacks of this new ultrafast
approach to 2D NMR, are briefly discussed.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) provides one of the most
versatile tools available for analyzing structure, function and
dynamics at a molecular level [1]. Benefiting from this information
requires resolving and assigning each spectral peak to its corre-
sponding atomic site; tasks in which two-dimensional (2D) NMR
plays an important role [2,3]. 2D NMR typically relies on mapping
two frequencies, arising for instance from a 13C/15N and from a J-
coupled 1H, by encoding them along two different time domains
[4,5]. One of these domains, t2, involves a physical acquisition
and can be probed within a sub-second timescale. By contrast
the other time-domain, t1, is usually monitored by incrementing
an evolution delay within a pulse sequence on a scan-by-scan ba-
sis. This implies that, regardless of sensitivity considerations, 2D
NMR acquisitions may demand the collection of several scans just
for satisfying Nyquist-related criteria; in certain sampling-limited
cases, this may lead to much longer acquisition times than for their
1D counterparts. Recent years have witnessed extensive efforts
geared at bypassing this built-in, multi-scan feature of 2D NMR
acquisitions [6–9]. The resulting methods are playing increasingly
important roles, particularly in challenging biostructural settings
[10–12]. These schemes can be divided into approaches which re-
duce the number of needed scans by virtue of a non-Fourier pro-
cessing of conventionally-collected data [6,7], and those which
depart from classical schemes to do the 2D NMR acquisition
[8,9]. Counted among the latter are so-called spatially-encoded
experiments, capable of compressing arbitrary 2D NMR acquisi-
tions into a single scan [13–15]. Although inspired by Mansfield’s
ll rights reserved.
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proposition for the echo-planar acquisition of 2D NMR images
[16,17], the physical principles underlying these ‘‘ultrafast” spec-
troscopic schemes are different. Ultrafast 2D NMR relies on encod-
ing the indirect-domain evolution frequencies along spatial rather
than temporal domains; echo-planar-imaging by contrast, involves
oscillating the gradients used to encode the spins’ positions back-
and-forth, so as to transverse a full 2D plane of the Fourier-
conjugate imaging k-space within a single scan. Such ‘‘walk”
through k-space [18] requires a flexibility that, in general, is rarely
available in spectroscopy-oriented NMR experiments [19–22]. Still,
this work introduces the equivalent of a ‘‘time-domain walk” ap-
proach capable of yielding, in a single scan, all the information
needed to establish 2D correlations within coupled heteronuclear
spin systems.

For concreteness we consider a heteronuclear single-quantum
correlation (HSQC) experiment, aimed at jointly measuring the fre-
quencies characterizing a X–1H spin-pair based on J-mediated
coherence transfer processes [1–3,23]. The typical HSQC would
achieve this by using an INEPT-type block [24] to relay the X evo-
lution encoded over a time t1 onto a neighboring 1H, whose signal
would then be detected as a function of a time t2. Further refine-
ments like preceding the overall experiment with a pre-polarizing
transfer from the more highly aligned 1Hs to the X spins, or trans-
ferring both quadrature components of the X spin evolution back
to the 1Hs for an enhanced sensitivity [25], could also be included.
The main principle of the method hereby discussed rests on iterat-
ing on these two latter approaches; i.e., in periodically transferring
both components making up single-quantum coherences in such
systems from the 1Hs to the coupled X spins, back-and-forth multi-
ple times, following a single excitation of the spin ensemble. If
properly executed, the evolution of 1H–X spin pairs acted upon
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by such sequence can then be described by a trajectory in a joint
2D (tX,tH)-space, where tX describes the chemical shift evolution
imparted on the common spin coherences by the X spin, whereas
tH does the same for its coupled proton. Suitable sampling of the
spins’ response while undergoing such ‘‘time-walk”, followed by
appropriate rearrangement of the digitized data and conventional
2D Fourier processing, can then lead to heteronuclear 2D NMR cor-
relation spectra comparable to those arising from conventional
acquisitions – but without the need to increment a t1 parameter
throughout multiple scans. Fig. 1 illustrates this capability for the
case of 1H–13C 2D correlations on a natural abundance, concen-
trated (�50% w/w) sample. Fig. 2 presents a similar illustration,
but for the case of a 2D 1H–15N HSQC correlation implemented
on a 2 mM tripeptide. In both instances, representative cross-sec-
tions illustrating the relative sensitivity and resolution of the
methodology, are shown.

Fig. 3 shows a hierarchical description of the principles leading
to this new kind of data acquisition, at different levels of detail.
Panels 3A and B indicate the trajectory imposed by the sequence
on the spins as viewed in the (tX,tH)-space: according to this con-
vention a horizontal displacement will occur whenever coherences
evolve under the effects of the 1H’s shift, an X-shift evolution will
impose a vertical displacement, and a spin echo (i.e., reversing one
of the spin-coherence quadrature components while leaving the
second unaffected) corresponds to reflecting the instantaneous
(tX,tH) coordinate through the origin. In order to sample this 2D
space densely in a single scan, the sequence does as follows (letter-
ing here matching with corresponding points in Fig. 3A): (a) it trig-
gers a 1H-detected evolution (for better sensitivity) lasting an
interval tmax

H /2; this is in principle the only spin excitation needed
to complete the full 2D acquisition. (b) It transfers the resulting
state to an X single-quantum anti-phase coherence according to
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Fig. 1. (A) Comparison between the new ‘‘time-walk” heteronuclear correlation approa
Toluene/CDCl3 sample. Cross-sections on one of the peaks are also shown for both 2D
comparable overall evolution t1 and acquisition t2 times – even if the conventional 2D acq
details for the ‘‘time-walk” experiment in part A, showing p/2 and p pulses by thin and th
in ms, and gradients in G/cm. The {Pi}i = 1–3 blocks are coherence transfer sequences, w
delays) is summarized in Fig. 3D. Also shown underneath the sequence are the main co
a Hx ? 2HzXx, Hy ? 2HzXy sensitivity-enhanced scheme. (b ? c) It
allows these coherences to evolve under X’s chemical shift for an
interval DtX/2, thereby encoding X’s effect and moving solely along
the tX-axis. (c ? d) It transfers this X-encoded evolution back to
protons according to a second 2HzXx ? �Hx, 2HzXy ? Hy sensitiv-
ity-enhanced scheme acting as a sort of coherence echo. (d ? e)
It lets the protons evolve freely over a time tmax

H , while recording
their signal and allowing the ensemble to evolve along the tH-axis.
(e ? f) It echoes the full spin evolution by applying a 1H p-pulse,
which is equivalent to a reflection of the spins’ evolution through
the origin of the (tH,tX)-plane. And (g), it repeats the full (a)-(f) se-
quence but making now all 1H and X free evolution periods tmax

H

and DtX, respectively. While other alternatives can also be devised,
Fig. 3B illustrates how the relevant 2D time-domain is then sam-
pled densely with a regular array of points, arising from data being
acquired whenever 1H free evolution takes place: tH thereby takes
the role of the usual t2 direct-domain, whereas DtX corresponds to
the customary increment Dt1. Fig. 3C and D complete this descrip-
tion by noting elements such as the decoupled evolution imposed
along both domains, the data sampling timing, gradient-enhance-
ment filters, and the three main heteronuclear coherence transfer
blocks involved: P1, P2 and P3. P1 and P3 are meant to execute
Hx ? 2HzXx, Hy ? 2HzXy sensitivity-enhanced-like INEPT schemes,
whereas P2 does a 2HzXx ? �Hx, 2HzXy ? Hy back-transfer in com-
bination with a coherence echo that effectively reverses the evolu-
tion in the 2D time-domain plane. Notice that both P1 as well as the
initial, shorter evolution times, play somewhat special roles owing
to the initial state of the spin-pair magnetization (starting solely as
Hz). While sub-optimal, neglecting these data yields a string of
points that is ready to conventional FFT (e.g., red dots in Fig. 3B);
phase-cycling of the pulses to suppress non-encoded 1H signals is
also feasible; given the quadrature, phase-sensitive transfers in-
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Fig. 2. (A) Idem as in Fig. 1, but for 1H–15N 2D heteronuclear correlation experiments recorded on a 2 mM tripeptide sample; cross-sections (magnitude) are included for
comparison. (B) Summary of the new ultrafast sequence parameters employed; the conventional 2D acquisition involved 16 t1 indirect-domain increments with a
Dt1 = 800 ls, a two-step phase cycling for each increment, a direct acquisition time of 20 ms (similar to the ‘‘time-walk” acquisitions), and coherence-selection gradients/
GARP decoupling parameters with the same values/delays as in the ultrafast acquisitions.
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Fig. 3. Details of how the time-domain space supporting a 2D H, X heteronuclear
correlation spectrum, could be scanned in a ‘‘single shot”. (A) Initial zoomed-out
trajectory executed by the spins in the 2D (tX,tH)-space that is Fourier-paired to the
spectrum being sought, under the (a–g) events described in the text. (B) Sampling
over the course of the experiment: except for the (hollow) data subtended between
(a) and (b), all points end up distributed in a regular grid ready for fast 2D Fourier
transformation. (C and D) Further details on the execution of this pulse scheme
including p/2 and p (thin, thick lines) pulses, G1, G2 selection gradients defined by
cX/cH, a minimal two-scan phase cycling, heteronuclear decoupling, and the
sensitivity-enhanced coherence transfers {Pi}i = 1–3 specified in (D). All delays
between p/2 and p pulses in these blocks are set to 0.25/JXH. (For interpretation of
color mentioned in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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volved in the experiment this cycling is somewhat unusual, requir-
ing simultaneous changes in two of the X-pulse p/2 transfer pulses
in synchrony with a reversal of the receiver’s phase, in order to
implement a minimal two-scan phase alternation (Fig. 3D).

It is pertinent to highlight what we perceive are the main fea-
tures associated with this new approach to single-scan 2D hetero-
nuclear correlations. The method’s main limitations probably arise
from: (i) its reliance on the relatively long coherence transfer
P-blocks, which will be affected by T2-driven relaxation losses
without contributing to actual observable signals; and (ii) its reli-
ance on multiple DtX-increments intersparsed into the 1H signal
detection blocks, which will by necessity introduce compromises
in the evolution times – and hence the spectral resolutions –
achievable along both spectral dimensions. The first of these com-
plications implies that the method will operate best for small mol-
ecules or for macromolecules with high internal mobility,
characterized by long T2s and large heteronuclear coupling con-
stants. The second complication can be alleviated to an arbitrary
degree at the expense of the method’s single-scan character, on
the basis of interleaved acquisitions – of the kind further illus-
trated in Fig. 4. This last Sucrose-based 13C–1H HSQC example also
highlights what is arguably the main advantage of the new scheme
over existing single-scan 2D alternatives, arising from its consider-
ably higher sensitivity vis-à-vis spatially-encoded methods. This
can be appreciated by comparing the various cross-sections illus-
trated in panel 4A, and can be further rationalized on the basis of
the gradient-free nature of the ‘‘time-walk” acquisitions: by
involving conventional dwell times and filter bandwidths these
methods are thereby free, on a per scan basis, from the noise pen-
alties associated to spatial encoding [14,15]. The absence of gradi-
ents should also be a bonus when considering experiments
associated with turbulent, random-like flow; including monitoring
of real-time kinetics triggered by sudden injections, or 2D NMR
experiments based on ex situ DNP [26–28]. Another point worth
mentioning, are the different behaviors that single-quantum and
higher-rank spin states like those arising from HnX systems, will
exhibit when acted by these pulse schemes. Coherence transfer
analyses reveal, for instance, that given the sequences imple-
mented in Figs. 1 and 2, both amplitude-modulated and unmodu-
lated observable terms will originate from CH2 groups. Details on
the fate of these groups are further detailed in Fig. 5. However,
as can be appreciated from the insets highlighted in the Sucrose
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(B) Pulse Sequence and Data Interleaving Procedure
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Fig. 4. (A) Comparison between ultrafast and conventional data sets collected at 14.1 T on 92 mM Sucrose/D2O, using a Varian VNMRS� triple-resonance console. Both
‘‘ultrafast” spectra were acquired in four scans, including two interleaved sets of phase-cycled data. The conventional experiment included 2-scan phase-cycling times 32 t1

increments; no post-processing was applied to any of the sets beyond fast Fourier transforms. As both the conventional and te ‘‘time-walk” HSQC spectra were recorded under
analogous conditions (Dt1 = 200 ls, 20 ms acquisition times, similar coherence-selection gradients and decoupling conditions, etc.), both acquisitions lead to a similar folding
on the methylene cross-peaks – indicated by the dashed boxes. The spatially-encoded data set was collected using comparable spectral-width and resolution parameters
along both frequency domains. Yet being based on a non-numerical Fourier transform, folding along F1 does not occur and the methylene cross-peaks are absent. Additional
parameters of this experiment included a 6.4 ms long constant-time version of the 2D HSQC spatial encoding [29], 50 G/cm encoding gradients, 4 G/cm decoding (acquisition)
gradients, Dt2 = 1100 ls and the equivalent of 18 t2 acquisition-time points. Traces on top of each spectrum correspond to 1D cross-sections extracted at the dashed-line
positions, and illustrate the better sensitivity of the new ultrafast procedure vis-à-vis its spatially-encoded counterpart. (B) Sequence employed to collect the ‘‘time-walk”
spectrum in panel A (delays in ms, gradients in G/cm, {Pi}i = 1–3 blocks as in Fig. 3D). Shown on the right is the denser coverage of the (tX,tH)-plane that two scans with different
initial X evolution delays can provide, when suitably interleaved. In this cartoon, continuous red/green lines indicate the actual acquisition coordinates associated to the
different initial red/green delays. The dotted arrows indicate the remaining ‘‘time-walk” processes associated with the red-labeled scan. Notice that upon interleaving the
data sets as shown, the effective dwell along the tX-axis ends up being halved to DtX/2 from its original DtX value. (For interpretation of color mentioned in this figure, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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example (Fig. 4A), the resulting kind of modulations do not prevent
the ultrafast collection of 2D correlations even from these higher
spin systems.

In summary, we have presented a new approach for the single-
scan correlation of heteronuclei. Unlike previous ‘‘ultrafast” pro-
posals this sequence operates on the basis of ‘‘time-walk” concepts,
akin to those underlying echo-planar-imaging experiments but
involving solely spectroscopic evolutions. The new method re-
quires certain compromises in terms of spectral resolution and of
the relaxation times it can support; but it has the advantage of
bypassing the need for encoding/decoding gradients – and their
associated sensitivity penalties. From an execution and processing
standpoint, the ‘‘time-walk” approach is also much more akin to
conventional multi-scan 2D acquisitions than spatial encoding,
and hence may be easier to incorporate into existing nD protocols
and platforms. These advantages will be further explored within
analytical chemical settings, in upcoming studies.
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